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Sea waves are observed quite often as the so-called mixed seas, i.e. as locally generated wind
waves superimposed on relatively long remotely generated swell. Manifestations of this interaction
are seen in effects of steering wind waves by swell (Nguy, 1998; Pettersson, 2004), visible damping
of wind waves in terms of frequency spectra and the swell enhancement (Young, 2006).

Effect of anomalously strong interaction of long and short waves observed recently in numeri-
cal simulations can be related quite naturally to sea conditions. Very short times of this interaction
makes questionable the kinetic equation approach itself to this problem. At the same time, the evo-
lution within the kinetic description appears to be consistent both qualitatively and quantitatively
with ‘numerical tank’ simulation within the weakly nonlinear dynamical equations for water waves
(Korotkevich et al., 2008). The kinetic approach has been used to estimate, first of all, dependence
of the interaction on direction between swell and wind-driven waves. Rather rapid absorption of
wind-driven waves by swell in terms of frequency spectra was found for all experimental condi-
tions presented by Young (2006). For close directions of wind and swell waves (≈ 60◦ or less)
this anomalously rapid absorption occurs for directional spectra as well. Thus, the steering of
wind-driven waves by swell can be explained solely by the effect of nonlinear resonant wave-wave
coupling with no references to features of wind forcing.
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